I have lost it in the aftermath of the cyclone.
Without it how I could write or post an article that blames the other's state of consciousness!

"They did what in others, they would persecute an indignation, blamed a virtuous wrath, oblivious of their own deep-hid offence, mob-like they stoned a neighbour caught in sin."

The descent into night
Savitri p. 209
THE PONDERSING OF A VIRTUOUS SADHAKA

IT'S THEIR FAULT IF THE CYCLONE EXISTS AT ALL!
IF THE OTHERS WITH THEIRS LOW CONSCIOUSNESS WOULD LEAVE AT ONCE THIS PLACE AS "THE MOTHER SAID, I WOULD FINALLY BE HERE ALONE WITH MY PURE SELF!"

THE VIRTUOUS CORNER

THE CITY AT THE SERVICE OF VIRTUES
A great all-ruling consciousness is there and mind unwitting serves a higher power; it is a channel, not the source of all. The cosmos, is not accident in time. There is a meaning in each play of chance, there is a freedom in each face of fate. A wisdom knows and guides the mystery of world. A truth-gaze shapes its beings and events. I hold on against this obvious fact.

The virtuous sadhaka and its efforts to survive...
WHAT'S UP AT THE END OF EVOLUTION? "THE PONDERINGS' CORNER OF THE VIRTUOUS SADHAKA.

WHAT DOES IT MEAN?!!

WHAT HAS TO BE KNOWN?!

"BY KNOWING TOO MUCH THEY MISSED THE WHOLE TO BE KNOWN..."

FROM SAVITRI pag 271
WHAT?! I AM ONLY POINTING OUT WHAT IS GOOD FOR THEM ALL!

THE WORLD WHERE EVERYBODY KNOWS WHAT IS "GOOD" FOR OTHERS!

SOMETIMES WE NEED TO BE NEGATIVE AND SERIOUS OTHERWISE THEY WILL NEVER LEARN ABOUT THE NEW CONSCIOUSNESS!!

YES, OTHERWISE LOOK AT THAT CHILD! HE WILL NEVER LEARN HOW TO BEHAVE AS IT SHOULD! HE'S STILL TOO MUCH "SANS SOUCI!"

CITIZENS FROM THE 5 DIMENSION (STILL TO CURE)
THE SALT OF LIFE
A FREE HAND-OVER COMIC MAGAZINE - IL SALE DELLA VITA

THE MYSTERIES OF THE UNKNOWABLE, JUST SIDE BY SIDE.

AUCH!
ALL THIS GIVES ME THE CREEPS!

HEYYYYYY,
LOOK WHAT A BEAUTY!

HOME
DUTIES

BELIEVE!

YOU HATE TO BE GOOD, MY LOVE.

TIES

MORALS
Now that we could build all the needed houses... they all left! Some for a higher consciousness, the others because their consciousness was too low...
My mother told me not to believe in them. I'm not scared by all these common things and you?
But what is real and abiding in them or even in their forms will undergo the transformation necessary for "survival." Much that is normal to human life would disappear...

---

But I am really sure that I want to undergo this spiritual change?!

But no. It's a joke of Sri Aurobindo! You know how much he was fond of humor!

No! It's not a joke! AUGH! THEN...

Better if I don't think about it!!